Unlike a typical law review essay, I offer reflections here based largely on my own past work in LGBT rights advocacy. Together with related scholarship, I rely on these experiences to argue that the "family recognition" framework underlying earlier advocacy has value going forward, even after the Supreme Court's ruling in favor of nationwide marriage equality.

When I started as a staff attorney at Lambda Legal, a national LGBT legal advocacy group, in the fall of 1991, I wasn't thinking about marriage litigation. Instead, my earliest work on "relationship recognition," as we called it then, involved urging private employers to adopt domestic partner benefits policies.

My first work trip brought me to Johns Hopkins University, where I remember sitting with a small group talking about how best to argue in favor of such a policy. Equal pay for equal work was the premise, with arguments that individuals with same-sex partners were substantially underpaid when they did not receive the same health insurance for a partner that their coworkers received for their spouses.

Another early project involved securing legal recognition for parents raising a child jointly with a same-sex partner who was the child's legally-recognized parent. Although states generally recognized spouses as the legal parent of any children born into a marriage, the parents who my colleagues and I worked for could not marry their partners. Instead, they were typically deemed "legal strangers" to their children in the eyes of the state.

In the first of these cases that I worked on, I went with a colleague to New Jersey and met our clients—and their young daughter who, happily, was busier jumping on her bed than focusing on the legal issues at hand. The court ultimately allowed the "second-parent" adoption in their case, as did many courts around the country. But in states that did not allow second-parent adoption or recognition through de facto parenting or other equitable theories, parents and children were denied legal recognition of their relationship and, in...
cases of conflict between the parents, separated from each other without recourse.\(^3\)

Also on my docket was work for binational couples whose relationships were unrecognized by American law and who were, literally, kept from each other at American borders. While the U.S. government prioritizes family-based immigration, allowing spouses and even engaged couples to petition for immigration rights without regard to national quotas and other limitations, same-sex couples were, here too, legal strangers to each other.\(^4\)

Working together with Immigration Equality, I helped draft what was then known as the Permanent Partners Immigration Act, which Congressman Jerrold Nadler first introduced in the House of Representatives in 2000.\(^5\) The idea was to provide a mechanism for family-based immigration that did not require marriage. This was the reason for the bill’s focus on “permanent partners,”\(^6\) as anything sounding like marriage had no conceivable chance of success at that time.\(^7\)

Couples’ stories were central to the advocacy effort. The Lesbian and Gay Immigration Rights Task Force, as Immigration Equality was known then, started a “story collection” project, and couples met with members of Congress and their staff, sharing wrenching accounts of falling in love and being kept from each other by American immigration law.\(^8\) The bill, later renamed the Uniting
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\(^5\) Id. at 607 (discussing first introduction of the bill).


\(^8\) For an early newsletter from the Lesbian and Gay Immigration Rights Task Force reviewing some of the organization’s outreach strategies, see *The Lesbian and Gay Immigration Rights Task Force*,
American Families Act, became a beacon for so many lesbian and gay couples who did not want to enter a sham marriage and would or could not let immigration law end their relationships.

Looking back, it might seem that marriage was the obvious fix for these problems and that all efforts should have concentrated there rather than on some broader idea of family recognition. This Essay aims to be a corrective to that conclusion, not for the sake of the historical record but instead to highlight the value of the family-recognition frame for advocacy and analysis today.

To offer this context is not to diminish marriage’s many direct benefits, including for the workplace, parenting, and immigration issues just described. The widespread embrace of marriage, including the Supreme Court’s endorsement in Obergefell v. Hodges, has likewise had a cultural impact that should not be understated. Marriage is perhaps the most traditional rite of passage in American life, and equal access to it for same-sex couples has propelled increased acceptance of gay people into the fabric of American society in ways that marriage equality’s most ardent advocates had hoped.

Still, one of the benefits of gay people’s “strangers to the law” status for so many years is the insight into why marriage, alone, is not the answer for law that touches on families. Many have written extensively on this point. Nancy Polikoff’s work, for example, including Beyond (Straight and Gay) Marriage: Valuing All Families Under the Law, illustrates why broader, context-sensitive family recognition law will correspond more closely to lived experience and, consequently, achieve greater justice and equity.

Paula Ettelbrick’s earlier writing, most prominently “Since When is Marriage a Path to Liberation?,” likewise makes a strong case for non-marriage-based family recognition. From a different vein, Martha Fineman’s vulnerability framework explains why interdependent relationships, rather than
adult intimate partnerships, should be the basis for legal recognition and support.\footnote{13}{For a sampling of Martha Fineman’s extensive body of work addressing vulnerability as a basis for legal and policy response, see, e.g., Vulnerability: Reflections On A New Ethical Foundation for Law and Politics (Martha Albertson Fineman & Anna Grear eds., 2013); Martha Albertson Fineman, Beyond Identities: The Limits of an Antidiscrimination Approach to Equality, 92 B.U. L. Rev. 1713, 1718-20 (2012); Martha Albertson Fineman, The Vulnerable Subject: Anchoring Equality in the Human Condition, 20 Yale J.L. & Feminism 1, 9 (2008); Martha Albertson Fineman, The Vulnerable Subject and the Responsive State, 60 Emory L.J. 251, 267-70 (2010).} From each of these vantage points, the value of retaining a family-recognition framework, and situating marriage as but one option within it, becomes clear. As shown by the writings just mentioned, this is not a new point. Still, post-\textit{Obergefell}, it is worth reiterating for several reasons.

First, one of the more “traditional” arguments against the privileging of marriage—the entanglement of marriage with the legal and social oppression of women\footnote{14}{See, e.g., Ettelbrick, \textit{supra} note 12.}—no longer has the cultural traction it once did. Nearly all forms of legally-sanctioned second-class status for wives were ended more than a generation ago, and in some instances, far longer ago than that.\footnote{15}{\textit{Obergefell} v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2595-96 (2015).} Indeed, many students today would likely be surprised to learn that married women could not own businesses or choose to retain their premarital surname.

Even while social distinctions between wives and husbands remain powerful in many quarters, the law’s role in creating them is no longer as obvious. The increasing visibility of married same-sex couples reinforces that social norms, not law, give these distinctions their staying power.\footnote{16}{Advocates and scholars advanced this position many years ago when considering the possible benefits of advocacy for marriage equality for same-sex couples. See, e.g., Stoddard, \textit{supra} note 10.}

Second, marriage has in fact provided a solution to many family-recognition problems highlighted by lesbian and gay advocates over the years. As noted above, employees can now marry their partners and receive benefits; couples can marry and secure their children’s legal relationships to both parents; and same-sex binational couples can now have their relationships recognized under immigration law, for example.

In light of these changes, it may well be puzzling to policy makers in the public and private sectors, as well as to students and others, why broader recognition remains so important. Some of this puzzlement is playing out as major employers withdraw the domestic partner benefits they have offered to their employees.\footnote{17}{For data on domestic partner benefits offerings by private employers, see \textit{Bureau of Labor Statistics, Nat’l Compensation Survey: Table} 44 (March 2014), http://www.bls.gov/ncs/ebs/benefits/2014/ownership/private/table44a.pdf.} From IBM and Verizon to the U.S. Department of State and
individual states, these employers typically grant their workers just a brief grace period in which to marry or lose benefits.\textsuperscript{18}

Even prior to nationwide marriage equality, some courts had begun to impose a marriage-like filter on family-recognition claims, using the existence of legal statuses such as civil unions as the basis for rejecting arguments for functional family protection. In \textit{Debra H. v. Janice R.}, for example, the New York Court of Appeals allowed a non-biological mother standing to seek visitation with the child she was raising with the child’s biological mother only because the two women were in a civil union when the child was born.\textsuperscript{19} The court expressly rejected Debra H’s arguments that her joint parenting of the child with her former partner could be the basis for enabling her to retain contact with the child.\textsuperscript{20} Now, with marriage widely available, one can easily imagine other courts treating marriage as \textit{the} key to obtaining family recognition.

Yet the normative and consequentialist arguments that propelled much of the pre-marriage equality work in this area\textsuperscript{21} remain important in Obergefell’s wake and thus worth cataloguing, once again. Though they overlap in important respects, I separate them here into economic, discrimination, and normative cases. Given this Essay’s limited scope, I make each in an abbreviated fashion.

First, the economic case. The argument is that privileging married couples over other interdependent couples, whether in workplaces or family law, has two types of negative economic consequences—one for employers and, in some instances, the state, and the other for unmarried interdependent couples, which I will address in the discrimination discussion below.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} Debra H. v. Janice R., 930 N.E.2d 184, 197 (N.Y. 2010).
\item \textsuperscript{21} While my arguments here focus on legal and policy responsiveness to interdependent adult couples, as this was the focus of much LGBT rights advocacy prior to marriage equality, most can be carried over to broader family recognition arguments made by Martha Fineman and Nancy Polikoff, among others.
\end{itemize}
In workplace contexts, where benefits typically amount to one-third of an employee’s compensation,\(^2\) the emergence of negative economic consequences for ending domestic-partner benefits may seem counterintuitive. Expenditures for health coverage, for example, amount to a tiny percentage of employers’ benefits costs,\(^3\) but they are not cost free. Still, as human resources specialists have observed, non-marriage-based benefits can be a valuable tool for recruiting and retaining talent,\(^4\) particularly as Americans are increasingly likely to marry later or not at all.\(^5\)

These benefits do not stop at health coverage.\(^6\) Consider, for example, the unpaid leave required under the Family and Medical Leave Act,\(^7\) which is intended to “to balance the demands of the workplace with the needs of families.”\(^8\) The FMLA and similar employer-sponsored provisions, such as paid bereavement leave, death benefits, and even family picnics, bring significant benefits in employee goodwill, retention and productivity that may well outweigh the costs of denying these benefits to unmarried employees who have interdependent caregiving roles similar to their married counterparts.\(^9\)

The same is true for states. By providing support only through marriage-based partnerships, state law and policy can have the effect of rendering non-marital families more economically vulnerable than others and potentially more dependent on the state. This is certainly the case where children are denied


\(^5\) See D’Vera Cohn et al., Barely Half of U.S. Adults Are Married – A Record Low, P.EW RESEARCH CTR. (Dec. 14, 2011), http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2011/12/14/barely-half-of-u-s-adults-are-married-a-record-low/ (finding marriage down 5% from 2009 to 2010); but see Richard Fry, New Census Data Show More Americans are Tying the Knot, but Mostly it’s the College-Educated, P.EW RESEARCH CTR. (Feb. 6, 2014), http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/02/06/new-census-data-show-more-americans-are-tying-the-knot-but-mostly-its-the-college-educated/ (reporting that “the uptick in new marriages is concentrated among adults ages 35 and older.”).


\(^7\) See generally 29 U.S.C. §§ 2601—2654 (2015) (requiring covered employers to provide unpaid leave for up to 12 weeks for, inter alia, care of spouses, children and parents).


insurance, inheritance, and other benefits because the adult who functioned as their parent was never married to the child’s legal parent. While urging all parenting partners to marry before having children might be one solution, the myriad ways in which that proposition does not correspond to the reality of family life ought to be apparent, even apart from normative or constitutional concerns.

The second argument for the family-recognition frame’s continuing value sounds in discrimination. Most basically, this is the same argument we made a couple of decades ago—that to treat some employees or parents or immigration partnership applicants differently from others because they are not married to their interdependent partner may be discriminatory. In the employment context, in particular, the availability of marriage for lesbian and gay employees does not change the fact that unmarried employees with partners are receiving less compensation than their married counterparts.

A distinct point related to discrimination is that in many parts of the United States, and much of the world, antigay discrimination remains rampant. In many U.S. jurisdictions, there is little or no protection against housing, workplace, or public accommodations discrimination. Consequently, laws and policies that require gay people to marry to receive recognition for their partnerships place same-sex couples in what can be a terrible catch-22. The U.S. Department of State’s decision to make benefits contingent on marriage is particularly striking as employees may be deployed to locations where their marriages are not only not recognized but also deemed criminal.
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34 Natasha Bertrand, Here are All the Countries Where it’s Still Illegal to be Gay, BUS. INSIDER (May 23, 2015, 12:13 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/countries-where-its-illegal-to-be-gay-2015-5 (noting seventy-six nations have laws criminalizing sexual intimacy between same-sex partners, with some authorizing the death penalty). In addition to criminalization, many jurisdictions support antigay hostility or refuse to intervene to protect gay people from violence.
Third is the normative case for insisting on family recognition. The argument, in essence, is that the world will be a more fair and just place to the extent that law and policy correspond to the ways in which people actually live their lives. Here, too, the argument is little different from what it was years ago, except that it comes in a context of even greater awareness of family diversity, thanks in part to the marriage equality movement.

Just one example here, again from personal experience. Although many of the same-sex couples I represented in various contexts would have married if marriage had been available to them, there was nothing about their unmarried state that rendered their interdependent relationships unworthy of recognition. Similarly, the amicus briefs I wrote in numerous marriage cases, including Obergefell, focused on the commitment of states not to interfere with individuals' choices of spouse absent unreasonable coercion, generally on the view that these choices were protected by due process or not otherwise of interest to the state.35

What we can learn from both these couples and state practice is that there is no magic to marriage—though not in the sense that marriage is not special, as it surely is to many people and governments. Instead, the point is that marriage is too blunt a proxy for interdependence. To the extent that state or private actors seek to limit family benefits only to those who marry, on the ground that same-sex couples now have access, they fail to recognize what the marriage debate should have taught all of us—that marriage is undoubtedly important but is hardly the only entrée into meaningful interdependence for adults, gay and nongay alike.